Dosbarth Col-huw Nursery News
Week Ending: Friday 13th March 2020
Little Dragons Library

Welsh of the Week
Pa liw?
What colour?
coch red
gwyrdd green
glas blue
melyn yellow

A reminder that we would like book bags returned every Thursday so that
children can exchange books in readiness to bring home every Friday.
Diolch.
It is most helpful if children can keep a bag of spare clothes in school on
their peg in case they need a change of clothing. Please ensure that all items
of clothing are labelled with initials.
We request a contribution towards snack of £1 per week. Children have a
choice of fruit and vegetables every day. .We also often encourage children
to prepare different foods and try foods linked to the learning theme.

Home Challenge
We invite children to celebrate the diversity of our environment.
Choose somewhere for your child to look for colour and interesting signs of Spring. The activity can take
place in any location - ideally outside. This activity helps children to be more aware of colour and signs of
Spring in their natural environment. Ultimately the activity should focus on natural materials, such as
plants, but you can choose to let them bring into school other materials as well.
See attached a Springtime Scavenger Hunt from the Woodland Trust for ideas.

Dosbarth Colhuw - Remember, only collect items from the woodland floor and ask an adult to
help you to know what is safe to touch.
Bring your items to school and we will talk about and display them for all to see.
Nursery News
This week has been National Science week. We have been discussing our wonderful world and have begun
to encourage thinking about how we can be real life superheroes by looking after our local environment.
Children have been making maps and plans of gardens to help us plan our ideas for planting summer
bulbs and seeds.
Everyone contributed to making our own water park to collect rainwater, something we have had much of
recently! Children enjoyed discovering brilliant bubble making, using a range of different shape and size
items.
If you have any clean, empty cardboard boxes, kitchen rolls, etc please send them into school so that we can
make our own rubbish mountain! We will then re-use the rubbish to make our own creations!
Diolch yn fawr,
Nursery Team

